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Financial Aid
Is Plagued
By Deficit

Nolml LaureeUeTo Dedicate Mudd Buildin g
by Larry Branyan

On Friday, October 15 , 1978 the Seeley
G. Mudd Science Building will be officially
dedicated by Nobel Laureate Eugene P .
"Wigner , Professor-E meritus of physic;, at
Princet on Universit y. .
Seeley G. Mud d , the distin guished California physician and philan throp ist died ten
years ago. In 1969, the Seeley G. Mudd fund
was established , intending to provide construc t ion mone y for "lead ing colleges and
universiti es." It is this fund that was largel y
responsible for contribu ting the $2.2 million
needed to construct the building.
Colby is not the only recipient of the Mudd
grant j other recipients includ e Harvard ,
M.I. T., Oberlin , Princeton , Duk e; Stanford ,
J ohn Hopkins and Cornell University.
Dr. Mudd died in 1968 at the age of 72
years ; yet not before he had donated $10
million towards university buildings throug hout th e country. He was responsible , for
creating endowments and scholarships at the
Harvard Medical School. Columbia University,
"Washingt on Universit y in St. Louis , Stanford
University ; U.S.C. 's School of Medicine and ¦"'
Engineering, Pomona College , the California
Institu te of Techno logy, and Mills College.
Dr. Mud d *s achievements include such
distinctions as th e post of Dean of U.S.C. 's ¦
Medical School from 1941 to 1943." He was
Vice Presid ent for 32 of the 42 years that he
served on U.S.C. 's Board of Trustees. Dr.
Mudd was also a t rus t ee of t he Carn egie
Insti tution iri Wasjiington , D.C. and of Porno na College. In add itioni to these distinctions
he was both presi den t and director of the
Good Hope Medical Foundation of Los
AngelcsVy ^V'VV ; ;- - . ; ,; , . - ; . -./ . <
As a gradu a te of Columbia , Dr. Mudd went
on to obtain his medical degree with honors
at Harvard. He vvus a house officer and . residen t physician In cardiology at Massachusetts General Hospital yarid lie taug ht r ^ ;:
tion thera py at Cal tech , wi t h which he was
associa t ed' until his death .;.. ,
V ; v
The dedication of the Mudd building will
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be addressed by Professor Eugene P. Wigner
at 4 p.m. in Given Auditoruim. Professor
Wigner was Professor of Mathematical
Ph ysics at Princeton "University until his
retirement in 1971. He devoted himself to
research concerning the app lication of symmetry princip les to physics and the Quantum
Theory of Measurement . In 1963 , he shared .
the Nobel Prize in ph ysics for increasing
man 's knowled ge of the structure of the
atomic nucleus and for his work on symmetr y princi ples.

Professor Wigner directed the group of
scientists and engineers who developed and
saw, at 3":25 p.m. ' on December 2, 1942
under the stands of Stagg Field at the University of Chicago , the first man-made atomic
fire.
He received the Atomic Energy Commission's Enrico Femi award in 1953 in recognition of his numerous contributions to the
development of nuclear reactors , and to the
training of scientists and engineers in the.
Continued on page 5

by Phil Glouche yi tch
The Financial Aid Department reported
a 100,000 dollar deficit after an overacceptance by freshmen of their financia l
aid offers.
Department director Gary Weaver described the high acceptance as an "exception
to what we are used to. " The Admission
and Financial Aid Department aid-are
based on previous years ' retention rates.
In a normal year , 30-32% of the fresh man class receives financial aid as opposed
to 40% or 185 freshmen , this year. However , the expense can be covered b y other
means , primaril y throug h attriti on, according toWeaver.
Weaver noted that the consequences of
the overacceptance are " not particu larl y
dire. " The deadline for filing finan cial
aid applications is now strictl y enforc ed .
"In the past , we could afford to be liber al
with late appli cations. Now , we cannot ."
Continued on page 6

Bakke Is One Problem Rosser Faces
by Margaret Saunders

Colby college has a new minorit y admissions specialist . Sherman Rosser is an
open , like able guy who will head Colb y's
minority recruit ment program from now
on. He faces quite a challen ge in the fact
that Colby has difficulties in attractin g
blacks to t he college , and that Colby will
have fo re-evalua te its present minority
*
recrui ting program in response t o t he Bakke
decision.
The Bakke case has created a controversy
still rag ing in colleges and universi t ies
around t he coun t ry, despite the recent Supreme Court ruling in Bakke 's favor. Allan
Paul Bakke is a whi t e person wh o applied t o
the University of California at Davis Medical School , onl y to be refused admission.
He felt the reasorihe was not accepted had
to do with the fact that the Medical School
had reserved 16 of its 100 places for minori ty students. SoJ lie broug ht suit against
the school,
. The Supreme Cour t decision in favor of
Bakke will enable him to go to school , but ,
oh the wider scale of the issue, it raises serious ques tions as to the admissions practices
of schools around the country. Although
universi ties will be permitted to use race or
ethnic origin as a possible plus in evalua ting

on Colby in more detail.
Rosser just arrived at Colby this past August , but already he says, "I think I've gotten the feel of what it 's like to be a minority stud ent on campus by talking to the
students the mselves. Yes, it 's difficult , there 's
no questi on about th at. But I don 't think
the probl em is all encompassin g; " He points
out that "This campus isn 't hostile to
blacks on campus , th ere 's no problem wit h
that. " He laughs , poin ting out that uWc all
have to make it throug h the Maine winters
togeth er. " Then , on a more serious level , he
no t es , "Students here all seem to work together as one unit. To me, tha t 's wha t college is all abou t."
According t o Rosser , one of his major
priori ties will be to "make t he Colb y name
candida tes, the decision raises serious questions as to the validity of using quotas to en- known " in the minority community. He
able minori ties to get ahead.
hopes to accomplish this by speaking in
When asked abou t t he decision , Rosser ad- high schools, and talking to minority groups
and organiza tions. " C olb y has to bc£. com, mits that "Yes , it defini tely does affect
Colby. " But he adds , "We 're no t exac t ly
mon name in the minority community besure how it docs as yet, because we've never
fore we 'll be able to attract minorit y
had any quotas on minor ity admissions. "
s t uden t s here *" Rosser insists. " O nce a basic
Rosser will be study ing the imp lica t ions
communica tion is established , and we beof the Bakke cast during the winter) he
come well known , we should be better off. "
plans to attend conferences and seminars on
The rhinori ty problem at Colby is basic ally
• the subject and to examine its exact effect 1
Continued on page 6

by J im Thrall
Sentinel Staff

Mili ta r y M aneuvers in M ain e and
New Ham psh ir e
PORTLAND - Hundreds of U.S. Army
commandos will be landing along the
Maine coast and parachuting into the
White Mountains in New Hampshire this
week on Operation "Golden Celtic",
a military manuevers game designed to
test the combat readiness of the unconventional warfare untis.
The "invasion" by soldiers of the 10th
and 11th Special Forces Groups of the
U.S. Army will simulate an infiltration
into agressor-held territory. Units will
"gather intelligence, strike at targets and
organize partisan bands. "
As in real life, citizens approached by die
"guerillas" are free to cooperate with
either the invading or defending forces,
or not at all, the Army says.
Teachers Strike at U. of Mass
MASSACHUSETTS - University of
Massachusetts teachers staged an illegal
walkout at the U. of Mass. Boston cam-. .
pus and held a sit-in at the Chancellor 's
office on the campus Oct. 4, to protest
delays in contract negotations.

About 100 Boston campus faculty mem
bers picketed at the main campus gate
and outside a classroom building, while
at the larger Amherst campus, the Mas-,
sachusetts Society of Professors staged _
a rally outside the Whitmore administration building with 150 unionized instructors marching inside to occupy the
office of Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, th e-top administrator at Amherst.
. Key unresolved issues in the negoti- .
ations include, on the Boston campus,
layoff procedures and job tenure guidelines-, and in Amherst, the way merit
pay raises will be distributed and whether
the contract will be retroactive, to fall
of 1977, it was reported.

Trial Stalled by Deadlocked Jury
SKOWHEGAN- After the longest deuberations
Somerset Superior Court officials could recall
for many years, the jury in the trial of Eugene
Carter for criminalhomocide in the 1977 slaying of Catherine Jean Poolerannounced they
were "hopelessly deadlocked", late Friday
night, leading to the declarationsof a mistrial and the dismissal pf the jury
Carter will remain in custody and a new trial
date set as soon as anotherjury can be convened.

The j ury foreman said the final vote was
10-2 in favor of a guilty verdict for Carter,
but said a unanimousdecision could not be
reached.
The jury, which began its deliberationsat
3:25 p.m.Friday,announced the deadlockat
9:50 p.m
Miss Pooler, an 18 year old Canaanresident,
was last seen on Rte. 2 in that town July 24,
1977. Her decomposed remains.were found
Aug. 8 of that year in a shallow grave on the
grounds of CampModin on Lake George, also
in Canaan.

Ch ild Abuse in M a in e on Ri se
AUGUSTA- Efforts by the State
Department of Human Services to battle
child abuse have been outstripped by the
rising number of child abuse cases being
uncovered, David Smith, commissioner
of the department, said recently.
The number of children taken under
the state 's.,protection has doubled in the
past 15 months so that the department
now is responsible for.between 5,000 and
6,000 'abused and neglected children
each month, Smith said.V
A report prepared by a-committee appointed by Gov. Longiey last July corveluded that child abuse has already
reached "shocking and appalling" levels.
It called for more state workers and for
more contracts with private and community agencies to help protect children.
The committee attributed the growing
rate of child abuse to a breakdown in
the family structure and cited a statewide annual divorce rate since 1975 of
49 percent.

Freedom Of The Pre ss:

Reporter Still In J ail,. Clinging To Notes
by Lar ry Bran yan
On August 4, 1978, Myron Abba
Farber, an investigative journalist for The
New York Twm.was jailed indefinitely
for alleged contempt of court. The issue
over which Farber has been jailed is a conconstitutional clash between the First and
Sixth Amendments-freedom of the press
versus the right of a person to a fair trial.
Farber is at the center of a contraversy whose origins date back to the years
1965 and 1966. Thirteen patients died mysteriously at the Oradell Hospital in suburban New Jersey. Ten years afterwards, Farber wrote a series of articles in which he
revealed that a quantity of virtually empty
vials of curare, a powerful and potentially lethal drug, had been found in . the locker of a certain "Doctor X." Farber's articles
led to a reopening of the case by the state
of New Jersey. The bodies of the deceased
patients were exhumed and traces of curare
were believed to have been found in some
,'
of the .bodies.
In his articles, Farber took great care
not to reveal the identity of "Doctor X,"¦•
although the courts indicted surgeon Mario
Jascalevich for allegedly murdering five of
¦" ' ;' •;'
his patents.
The issue, however, is not whether Jas
calevich is guilty, but is the constitutional
conflict between the freedom, of the press
and a man 's right to. a , fair trial. Farber was
asked to submit his confidential notes to
the court for inspection. He refused because

he and others regarded confidentiality as
crucial to investigating stories involving possible crime.
Mr. Farber and the Times, in a view
widely supported by major press organizations, say that "forced disclosure of information that was given to a reporter in confidence will ultimately limit the ability of
the press to gather news. If potential news
sources, cannot be sure that their confidentiality will be preserved, they may hesitate to provide needed information" (New
York Tin w, August 5, 1978).
. Jascalevich's attorney put forward a
case in which Farber's inform ation was required in order to insure his client's right
to a fair trial. The defense accused Farber of
of "collaborating" with the prosecution and
described him as the "architect" of the prosecution 's case.
Subpoenas were issued against Farber
and the Tin es in which "a broad range of
materials " were requested. The Times and
Farber were not prepared to submit any
information and asked that William J. Arnold, the trial judg e, "quash the subpoenas,
partly on the grounds that they were too
broad , but primarily oh the ground that
both the First Amendment and shield laws
in New York and New Jersey protected
against compulsory disclosure of confi. ' ;. .,
dential sources."
judge Arnold personally assumed responsibility for examining the information
to determine whether the defense was entitled to all or part of it. Farber and the

Tines refused to allow Judge Arnold to
view the papers and were consequently
cited for contempt pf .court.
The Jascalevich defense commenced
contempt proceedings against Farber "and~
the Tin es which were presided over by
Superior Court Judge Theodore W. Traut:
and the Tin es for contempt and imposed
and the Tin es for comtempt and imposed
a maximum penalty of six months in jail
and a $1,000 .fine on Farber, and a $100,
000 fine on the Tin es.
In his defense, Farber stated, "I am
not a fanatic or an absolutist. . . I believe
that the First Amendment means what it
says about the freedom of the press." The
Tim es editorialized ; "A,court , no matter ¦
how benign, is to us an aim of the state.
A promise to protect a source is a promise
to protect it against any third party. ",
A conflict of interests exists over
which issue is more important, Farber and
the Tin es believe the significant issue is
the freedom of the press and ^ence Farber
commented "I'm going to jail for what I
believe to be the public interest, for what ,
I believe to be the interest of my profession
A.M. Rosenthal , the Executive , Editor
of the Tines told reporters that , "Mr. Far;
ber today could be any one of you from
now on. The First , Amendmen t guarantees
the right to print the news. Without the v
right to gather the news, the right to print
the news lias very little m eaning."
A
The issue can no longer be the short

GymFailu res
Marked On
Transcr ip t
by Kathleen McHugh :
Starting this semester the registrar's office
will resume posting students ' Physical Education grades, including "F"s , on official :
transcripts.
Registrar George Coleman said the change
is "partly for bookkeeping, partly a service
to the P.E. Department, but mostly a service^ to the student."
Five years ago, when the college
switched to its own computer system, P.E.
grades were omitted from the official
transcript because the new computer was
not programmed to handle gym. Coleman
said the change in the transcripts was never
considered to be permanent.
Coleman also said adding P.E. marks "is
a matter of responsibility and responsiveness," because the college has a responsibility to ke.ep the transcripts complete in
every aspect.
Now- when a student does not attend 'a
gym class he has signed up for, ' a faili ng
mark will be included on his official transcript.
•
Mr. Coleman added that he did not think
a failing m ark in gym would affect students' chances for employment or admit-tance into graduate school because P.E. is.
not a credit course. Physical Education Director Marjorie Either said she hopes the new
new system will "stabilize registration,"
and .1 keep students from registering for "
classes they won't attend.
This year's registration for first season
gym classes was the largest ever, with 603
students signing up. Students can still register for classes in the . new season starting on.
October 30.
Bither emphasized that there will be a ;
figure skating class;held in the second season, although there has been some question
as to the availability of an instructor.
Proficiency tests in seven sports will be
held after the football season is over in
mid to late November. Upperclassmen can
sign up for the tests in the P.E. office from
how until November 3. Tests will be
offered in , archery, golf, figure skating,
squash, handball, tennis, and swimming.
The tests to be offered are determined
by the expertise of the P.E. staff and the
"testability" of the sport. The staff decides ;,
which sports will be tested.
term controversy of Myron Farber versus the
the courts but mdst be the farther reaching
issue of freedom of the press versus,the courts
There arc some journalists who believe that
as a result of recent judicial rulings; many
newsmen and their employers are becoming'
undul y cautious, and are hesitant to pursue .
investigative stories that m ight lead to costiy
legal suits. These journalists point out that
Hvhere a " wealthy hewspa^
'
/Stew York f h ei s can;risk expensive liti- ' ¦
gation,
many small^
"¦' ; ¦y,;it'ii feared'that this!stace'" <tf- Utiia - 444''.
Hon may lead tp W!docile press^which;Vi"Vv '
4y
Have serious consequences ! for
yj
whose.liifebiood isiiifdrmatb ^

Trus tees Adop t
Athletic P hilosophy ¦ '"

by jane Eklund

Last May 27, the Boar d of Trustees
adopted a statement of philosophy regarding physical education and athletics
at Colby. The statement was a result of
a report submitted in 1977 by the Special Committee on Athletics arid Phys'
ical Education.
The committee mad e seven recommendations. The first required that a state- ,
nie'nt of athletic philosophy, to be included in college publications , be formulated. The board adopted the following
statement:
"In all, its activities Cplby strives for
excellence, and the quality of athletics of
all kinds is no exception . Physical education responds to a human need equal in
importance to one's intellectual develop-'
ment. It is axiomatic that th e academic
program in the college has the highest
priority, but in athletics as in the academic program , Colby 's intention is to
achieve the same high stand ards of performance.
' "Colby recognizes the positive value of
athletic programs of all kinds , recrea tional , educational , and competitive , intramural and interco llegiate. Students
should be able to engage in satisfying
kinds of athletics while they ar e in college, some of which may be continued '
after graduation. For recreat ion there
should be intramurals , and for those who

play well , there should be, for both men
and women , the opportunity for inter,'
"Interc ollegiate athletics are important
for spectators as well as participa nts. The
spirit that infuses a community can be
invigorated by athletic contests and the
events that surround them. But the most
import ant consideration in these programs
must always be the value of the com- '
petition to the .student par ticipants. The
satisfactions of doing anything well are
very real , and we recognize that in athletic competition whether one does well
or not is visible and measurable. We
hope Cplby teams can be competitive
with other teams, and we , hope they will
know how to accept gracefully both
defeat and victory." :¦; < ';

collegiate competitio n.

V The qommittee recommended second
that the administration "ascertain why
Colby offers fewer opportunities for intercolle giate, intramural and lifetime
sports for both men and women than
most NESCAC (New England Small
College Athletic Conference) colleges."
Aji in-d epth study of the athletic pro
grams revealed * that Colby offers more

varsity and intramural sports than most
NESCAC colleges.
The committee also suggested that the
Trustees ' Budget and Finance Committee
consider the needs of the Athletic Department when allocating fund s.
The fourth provision of th e report- .V
recommending that th e Division Chairman not coach a major sport , th at job .
descri pti ons for the staff be written , and
th at deterioration of the complex and
playing fields be corrected- was not accepted by the Trustees.
The report state s, however , that job i
descriptions have been prepared , and tha t
steps are being taken to maintain the
faciliti es.
The report also recom mends that a
committee of students be creat ed to assist in the establishment and maintenance of the intramura l and lifetime
spor ts program.
Four such committees, intramurals ,
women 's sports , men 's sports and general
physical education now exist.

Sp a ladled By Theft
Colby's Spub has been losing money this
yyeax due to stealing. Owner J ohn J oseph
estimated that five dozen beer pitchers and
four dozen wine glasses have been stolen)
also, two cushions were taken from benches
last weekend . „• .' ' . . .' ' ' . ' •' '¦ '
"J oseph noted that it is against the law
to
take alcohol out of the Spub. An employee
usually watches the main door to make sure
not hing is t akcn .but there are one or two ,
other exits that can 't be watched.
He said at some college pubs students
arc required to put up I.D. cards or cash
as \a deposi t against theft , bu t he hopes he
doesn 't have to resort to that as he wants
t o main t ain a relaxed, casual atmosp here.
Oriter than the stealing, J oseph said he
hasn 't had any probl ems w ith students.
, "We have a good bunch , of kids at ColbyV'
. •he said.,. ' -Vv

The sixth recommendat ion called for
equal opport unity; for women in all
areas of athletics. The report state s that
"the committee is convinced that reason -

able prog ress is being made and commends the Department to continue to
full compliance. "
Last , the committee suggested that a
Standing Committe e on Physical Education and Athleti cs be established. A conv
mittee , including students , faculty, and
the chairman of the Athletic Committee
on the Alumni Council , has been created.
The Board of Tru stees recommended
that the statement of philosop hy be ad-

opted ; that the Pr esident and the Chairman be authorized to re-appoint , a threeyear Trustee 's Athletic Committee to report on Colby 's compliance with the
Statement of Philoso phy and with equal
opportunity for women; that the administration be encouraged to continue
working together to "ensure respectability in Colby 's performance in intercollegiate athletics... "
- According to Dean of Faculty Paul
J enson , the new Statement of Ph ilosophy .
is simply a statement of goals, and does
not indicate any changes in the Athletic
Department. He said the purpose of the
program at Colby is "to allow individuals
tlie opportunity to pursue athletics anytime at their particular performance level."
He added tha t no sizable increase in
funding will be given to the Athletic
Department , and financial aid will continue to be given solely on a basis of
heed .
The Statement of Philosoph y must be
approved by the faculty before it is adopted . It will be discussed at the next
faculty meeting .

Fee Breakdown
by Phihppa Kirby

All Colb y students pay an annual $225
general fee in addition to tu ition and board
costs. A common misconception is that
the money goes to Stu-A. However ,
this is not the case, ,
Treasurer Karl Broekhuizen explained
that the fee is channelled into three differen t areas , which are Stu-A , studen t '
heal th premiums , and the Infirmary. At
the same time , Broekhuizen said/'We don 't
break it down into elements ", and he
was unable to provide a percentage breakdown for each $22 5.
He estimat ed that $45-$50 goes to Stu-A
to provide an annual income of $82,000.
The insurance premiums for student
heal t h add up t o $15 0,000, again taken

msmm
Liberal Arts
A New . -' .'.
Dire ction
by Sarah Watrous
Followin g the Dana -Bixler Scholar Convocation on. Thurs day, Oct. 5, Professor
Jean Bund y, Dana Profes sor of Fr ench
Literature , spoke on the liberal arte education.
Due to his recent partici pation on th e
Educational Policy Subcommittee investigat ing the issue of degree requirem ents . •
at Colby, Bund y 's lecture concentrated
on the reasonin g behind the committe e's
submitted proposals.
In an attempt to clarif y the recommendations , Bund y stressed the basic philosophy of the liberal arts educat ion. Noting
that the liberal arts system has held a
"hi gh degree of credence for some
twenty-five centuries ," he emphasized its
ideal of a "well-formed mind. " From his.
point of view, "the function of an educational system should allow for the expansion of one's intellectual horiz ons,- .
and the abilit y to deal with abstract concepts. "
Furthermore , Bund y depicted the liberal
arts education as promoting continuous intellectual curiosit y. There is no "magic
moment1' of total knowled ge; oiir minds
should continu e to expand in all areas.
Bundy mentio ned all fields covered in
th e EPC recommendation s (English ,
foreign languages , J an Plan , distributi on
and credit hours ), but focused primarily
on the import ance of literacy (English
department ) and the foreign languages.
He feels improvement here is a "fundamental aim . . . the ability to read intelligently, especially in a foreign language ,
is central to the libe ral arts education. "
In closing, Bundy presented the underlying objective of th e EPC' s proposals.
Essent ially, the committe e was dedicated
to "a prog ram tha t would allow- maximum
flexibility for the stude nts , withou t
jeopardizing the quality of the education. "
only, from the general fee. The balance
goes to the infirmary. Said Broekhuizen ,
"We think pf it in terms of use for runnin g
thejiealth services."
Whil e the allocation to Stu-A has remained
t he same for a number of years , both
the health insurance premiu ms and the
costs of the infirm ary have increase d.
Broekhuizen stated that the general fee
will probabl y increase due to this inflation.
Last J anuary, recommendations for
fee increases were made. A $600 increase
in t ui t ion fees , and a $70 increase in boar d
fees were accepted , while the. dorm fees
and the general fees remained unchanged . '
With added insurance and infirmary costs
Broekhuizen forsees an increase innh e
genera l fee in the near future.
Also, lost, year , Stu-A submitte d an
incomplete reques t for a $10,000 budget
increase per annum which was turn ed
down. Should the request be followed
t hroug h t his year , t he prospec t of a
jump in fees would appear even more likely

Nam e-the-team contests also selected
nicknames for the New York Mets,
Cleveland Indians, Kansas City Royals
and Houston Colt 45s. But Houston
changed to the Astros after moving into
the Astrodome in 1965.
When a new American League franchise
was formed in Chicago in 1900, the team

fornia; California Angels for the City of ';¦
Angels (Los Angeles) where the dub was
organized in 1961; arid the Montreal
Expos because of the city's international
exposition which opened in 1967, the year
the team was founded .
The New A York Highlanders became the
Yankees in 1919, named by a New York
Globe reporter to instill some patriotism; .
the Boston Braves got their nickname in
1912 at the suggestion of a former ball- ;
player, changed 'to the Bees,shortly before World War II, but were re-named -

adopted the White Stocking name earlier
abandoned by the National League team,
then shortened it to White Sox.
Cincinnati took the field as the first
all-professional baseball team in the nation in 1869 as the Red Stockings, later
shortened to Redlegs, then to Reds.
Most of the other names were derived
from the obvious: Minnesota Twins for
the Twin Cities; Texas Rangers for the
lawmen; Milwaukee Brewers for the beer
making industry; San Diego Padres for
the Spanish mission influence in Cali-

the Braves in 1941 and have carried the
name to Milwaukee and Atlanta.
The Baltimore Orioles were named
because the oriole was adopted as the
original club^emblem-Jn 1894. .
By the time you get done with all
that folklore, the series should be oyer ;
and your one-time antagonist won't have
a chance to ask about how the SanFrancisco Giants, the Philadelphia Phillies,
and the Colby Mules were named. You
probably don't know. But then, apparently
nobody else does either.

MaiL
Take Me Out To The Ballpark
Colby
Ma il?
by Bruce D. Brown
When you're sitting in a T.V. lounge,
a frat house, or a private room watching
the World Series this week, you 'll probably wind up sitting next to somebody
who knows that Milt Pappas tied for the
American League lead in wild pitches in
1959 with 14 while pitching for Baltimore.Or that Duff y Dyer led Eastern League .
catchers in double plays with 11 while
playing for Williamsport in 1967.
Or that the first game played in Detroit's Tiger Stadium was on April 20,
1912, and the Tigers" won over Cleveland,
6-5.
When you've taken as much as you
can stand, casually announce that the
Dodgers used to be called the Bridegrooms.
It happened back before the Dodgers
forsook Brooklyn for Los Angeles. One
year, there were six newly weds on the
club and the sportswriters logically dubbed
the team the Bridegrooms. It didn 't last.
Before 1890 the team had been known
as the Trolley Dodgers because the fans
had to avoid trolley cars near the ballpark. In 1911, the name was shortened
and it stuck.
Don't give your tormenter a chance to
catch his breath . Point out that the Oak-

land Athletics used to be the Philadelphia
White Elephants, a name picked but
never explained by owner-manager Connie
—
Mack.
While your adversary is still reeling,
comment that a young reporter named.
William McHale was responsible for naming
the St. Louis Cardinals. He used the name
in an 1898 story after hearing, a woman
in the grandstand say that the team 's uniforms were "a lovely shade of cardinal."
You should be the center of attention ,
now, so continue':
V
The Boston Red Sox were once called , .
the Puritans, and the Plymouth Rocks before that. They got their current name
in 1907 because they wore red stockings.
When George Stallings was manager at
Detroit, several decades ago, he outfitted
his players in striped stockings' which
sportswriters said made them look like
tigers* and the tag was hung.
Pittsburgh went nameless from 1877 until 1890, playing merely as the Pittsburghs
But in 1891 the team tried to sign an .
infielder that the Philadelphia club
failed to reserve under contract. The
sportswriters referred to it as an act of
"baseball piracy" and the Pirates were
born.
The Chicaco Cubs originally were the
White Stockings, then became the Colts
when Manager Cap Anson appeared in a
movie, "The Runaway Colt." When Anson was fired, the club was renamed the
Orphans, then settled on the Cubs after
a newspaper contest.
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All Winter JACKETS
Parkas - Leathers
Wools - Downs
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Down-Look VESTS
The " In Look "
Warm and Practical
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We invite you to come down and browsecash your checks or spend your money}
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Everyone's cheering for Yamaha. Arid .why not? Today with
their new line of receivers, Yamaha's making the hottest news
' . . -. •• ¦
in the Audio world.
While most manufacturers are striving,fo r more and more
power, Yamaha engineers are acheiving less and less distortion.
And without a big price fag.
See what everyone 's cheering about. -Visit your nearest New
England Music store. There's always financing available,
V
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Budgets
Discussed
by Tom Stall
At Stu-A's Monday night meeting, Treasurer Cheri Bailey announced she would
hold a meeting'Tuesday night where student
organizations could defend their budget
requests. Bailey said that she has received
$110,000 in requests and that . Stu-A has"
only $78,000 to allocate. She said there
would be many slashes in organizations'
budgets to get down to this figure.
Sid Mohel, Executive Chairperson, said he
is' investigating the Student General Fee.
He will meet with Colby's Treasurer, Karl
Broekhuizen, this .week to discuss the
breakdown of the fee.
Public Information Chairperson Scot
Lehigh reported two more letters have been
sent out to the, representatives to the Stu-Rep
Assembly. He also announced that he does ".
not have reps from Coburn or-Johnson.
Gerrit \yhite, Social Life Chairperson
reported that both the band at the Pub on
Friday and the Coffeehouse on Saturday
went well. He also announced a Medieval
Festival meeting on Thursday at 6:30 in
Smith Lounge, Runnals Union.
Dwight Darrow, Committee Chairperson,
announced that the Committee Task Force
met last Thursday. They decided to come
up with a plan to coordinate events at the
college. He also announced that the Food
Committee has regulated the authority
to handle complaints to the Stu-Rep
Assembly.
The Committee Task Force has also formed a sub-committee to re-evaluatd the Stu-J .
The sub-committee will report back with
proposals. Finally, he said interviews to fill
the vacancies on college committees will be
hel d tonight from 4 to 8 in the Hurd Room,
Roberts Union.
At the closing, Mohel announced that Stu-A
has a hew bulletin board in Roberts. accross fr om the mailboxes.
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J ah Plan Update
This Jan ..Plan will introduce students
to the country dances that were/a part of
the lives of people .who settled the State
of Maine. Part of the course will view the
country dances through the historical perspective of life during those years. The
rest of the course will introduce students
to the actual/dan ces.
Classes will meet six hours a week. Students will be expected to write a short
paper based on an interview conducted
in the local area with an elderly person
who was involved, with country dances
when they were younger. The course will
end with a public*demonstration of the
material covered in class.
Bob Childs will be theVinstructor. Childs,
who lives in Belgrade Lakes, has been
fiddling and calling country dances for
several years throughout the state. He has
been researching and writing a book on
the people and dances that comprise the
history of country dancing in Maine. Mr.
Childs is presently playing with both the
Old Gray Goose and the Maine Country
Dance Orchestra.

• Mudd
Continuedfrom page 1

Bob Weinstein
Massachusetts ZPG
14 Beacon St., Rm. 707
Boston. Mass. 02108
617-742-6840 ,
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Interns to Conduct surveys of high
school and college students' knowledge
of contraceptive information.
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If you want to spend Jan Plan working
with ZPG; contact Bets Kiralis, 2nd floor
Eustis. She has application forms and can
provide more information.
Bob Weinstein, a 1976 Colby graduate,
is the director of the Massachusetts ZPG
chapter arid program director for 1979
Love Carefully Day. He will be at Colby
on Friday, October 27, and will meet
with all interested students then. If vou're
interested and want to contact him, call
or write:

of atomic energy,' who were among the
technical advisers to the United States Dele- \
gation at the Atoms-For-Peace Conference
Interns to help educate teens about
in Geneva Switzerland. In-June 1956 he retheir rights and responsibilites.
ceived a citation and an honorary degree from
Princeton.
.
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Professor Wigner attended a second intertmc
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a
national Atoms-For-Peace Conference at• •
Geneva three years later that featured the
first out-of-the-laboratorydisplay of experimental devices, illustrating Princeton 's
'
stellarator approach to controlled thermo"
• " ' ¦BBBil
«—
nuclear fusion.
Science
degree
He received a Doctor of
from Colby in 1959 and was appointed Director of Civil Defense Research at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory between the
years 1965 and 1966. The Greater. Princeton
I
I
THE CONCOURSE,
Chamber of Comm erce and Civic Coun cil
presented him with the Man of the Year :
Award in 1965. He was a recipient of the
I
WAT ERVILL E
P
Na t ional Science Awar d in 1969 and of the
•
¦;
' 'V' ;y
l
;
Albert Einstein Award in 1972. .. . .
!
.. I
It is a rare privilege to welcome such a dis¦
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tinguished speaker to the Colby campus, a
privilege which can be enjoyed by all who
'attend tlreidedicatibn of thc Seeley G. Mudd
•
"A nana yoi> hrtow«nd tr 'u il In quarily foo<ll. ',
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building on Friday.
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Interns to review current local arid national legislation affecting teen pregnancy
and to. organize activists to lobby on that
legislation.

Interns to help write press releases for
nationwide distribution -and feature articles for local, state, and regional distri1
bution.

field.
In the summer of 1955, Wigner was one of
four distinguished Princeton scientists, all
prominently identified with the development

;

, |F withI thfc adi

Interns to help write and coordinate
organizer's packets for the more than
500 organizations nationwide who will be
participating in 1979 Love Carefull y Day.

The Massachusetts chapter of Zero Population Growth needs interns during January to help coordinate; "Love Carefull y
Day 1979," a national campaign to direct
media and community attention to the
issue of teenage pregnancy. Love Carefully
Day will be held on February 14 for the
4th consecutive year. While in the past
the program has been coordinated from
ZPG's national headquarters in Washington,
D C , this year it will be coordinated by
the chapter in Boston.
Over one million teenagers in the United
States became pregnant last year. Of
those pregnancies, 600,000 resulted in
live births - 20% of all births in the U.S.
Approximately, 300,000 ended in abortion
- almost one-third of all abortions. And
another 100,000 ended in miscarriage^
And yet only three in 10 sexually active teenage girls use contraception consistently, and half of all teenage girls do
not receive family planning services.
Teenage pregnancy promises hardship
for both . the mother and her child. The
risk of death; impaired health, incomplete
education,, poverty, joblessness and family
instability are all greater for teenage mothers and their children than for .women
who wait a few more years to have children.
• ZPG has a number of opportunities for
interns in research, media work, outreach
to high school students, and program coordination.. We need :
Interns to research teen pregnancy rates
and problems in local areas.
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money than previously expected, for example.
Weaver pointed out 'that any special cases
might be handled through another department. He wanted to dispel the notion, however, that Colby coffres have unlimited
funds:

• Financial Aid
Continued f r omp a g e1

Weaver said. .
Approximately eight students were left t
empty handed after filing late applications
last year. A moratorium was immediately
placed on any additional awards. Weaver
added that though the Financial Aid Department could seek help elsewhere, he
prefers trying to balance the deficit within
the department. He expressed the need to
pinch pennies because .of a "tight financial,
¦
situation."
.¦ ' "'
The students who. could be affected by
the financial aid deficit fall into several
categories: A student who has managed
to pay off the first semester's tuition but
lacks enough money for the second semester, or a student who suddenly needs more

• Rosser
Continuedfromp a g e1

one of numbers. Says Rosser, "You.know,
iFshke walking in the woods. I think every
one would rather walk in the woods with a
friend than alone." He uses this analogy to
illusfirats the fact that the problem isn't
so much'one of attracting minoritiesup
here to Maine, but of getting a mass.up here

Thursday, October; 12, 1978
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Shoes for hiking , shoes for biking,
shoes to make your feet (and budget) feel great !
Come See and Save at Dexter this Fall!!
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in education, where he dealt with a wide ;
range of activities covering 19 different
counties. After receipt of his master's^ he
went to work as a sort of "heavy duty persprinel officer'!for the Comprehensive Employment Training Act, set up by Congress
¦: ¦
in;*74V"
- . h 4 : "¦. . , ' '• ' :'
Of his life here at Colby, the new admissions officer claims, I really enjoy it...it s
a very exciting place to work." He encourages any and every student to feel free to
stop by and talk. "I'd like to make that as
clear as I can,"Rosser emphasizes. "I ."
don't want people to think I'm the Great
Minority Admissions Guy, and be afraid to
come by and talk. I like to get to know
people."

Once we succeed in getting a core of mm- .
ority students, we shouldn't.have as much
problem convincing others to come."
He does expect that the solution to this
problem will take a period of years to resolve., . . .
Rosser decided to go into admissions work
when he was a student at UNH. "I was a
science major," he explains, but I worked
in the admissions department of the school
as a tour guide. Well, when I got out of .
school, I realized that I wanted to do this,
but that a background in zoology didn't
help me much."
So, he went back to school for his masters
in education at Antioch College. During
that time he worked as a technical assistant
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Hadiarisr I) olaM
To Fi rst.Victory Of The Sef ison
The Colby Mules scored 22 points in the first half Saturday and
held off a late Union rally to record their first victory of the season
28-26vColby's record went to 1-2 while Union fell toVl-2.

. nothing to stop Hadiaris as he carried the
ball 44 yards for the touchdown. Colby "..
George Dolan scored from 2 yards out.
attempted the two point conversion, but
The touchdown concluded a 67 yard drive
the Sears pass to Celata fell incomplete; ¦
that took nine plays. The prominent p lay in the , and Cplby lead 28-8.
:
the drive was a 17 yard run by Joe Ciota.
Union scored on a 17 yard Tenanova
Tim Dean converted the extra point and
p ass and a 25 yard touchdown pass in
Colby lead .7-0 with 10:15 still remaining
the fourth quarter. However, on both
in the first quarter. .
occasions they were unable to convert the
The Mule defense was able to hold the
two point conversion;. Colby maintained the
Union attack for the first quarter. As the
lead . 28-20.
y ' ¦".
,
'
down
,
Colby
requarter began to wind
Colby burned up much of the remaining
gained the ball on offense and began
time when they drove from their 3 3 to the
"
their second scoring match.
Union 12. The drive stalled as the Union
The score cam e only 56 seconds into the
defense rose to the occasion stopp ing Colsecond quarter as Dolan again covered the
by iri a fourth down and one yard to go
final two yards. Quarterback Frank
situation.
V
Sears engineered the 51 yard drive in 10
Union was successful on their last effort
to tie the Mules. Terranova took his team
plays. The big plays in the drive were an 1?
yard pass from Sears to Matt Maley, and;
down the field,1 keeping the ball the final
another Sears pass to senior Steve Celata
yard for the score. With only 2:57 remainfor 11 yards. The point after was wide,
ing Union was forced to go for the two
13-0.
point conversion to get a tie.
and the score stood at
The next time the offense got the ball
After a couple of unsuccessful attempts
they went 64 yards in 10 plays for their
for
the two points, the pressure was. on h
third touchdown of the half. A 17
the
Colby defense to hold. As Tenanova
yard run by Dolan, an 18 yard receptiondropped back to pass, the defense held \
by^Celata, and a 15 yard pass to Dolan
ground; Mike Romano of Colby ' their
highlighted the march. Sears carried the
stepped in front of the Union receiver j
ball over the goal line, from one yard out to
and deflected the pass7'to maintain a slirri
exto; increase Colby's lead to 19-0. The
¦¦
lead 28-26.
tra , point attempt was blocked. •"
Union refused to concede the game as
The Colby defense was the key to the they
attempted an onside kick. Colby
Mules' last score of the half. Linebacker ,
freshman
John Crowley jumped on the
Harry Hadiaris knocked the ball out of a
ball to give Colby possession. Colby was
Union Player's hands and Joe Daley reable to run out the clock as Sears ran 16
covered for Colby on the Union 25 with
yards
on a third and 12 play. The play
only five seconds remaining in the half.
preserved Colby's victory.
m me
Sears immediately threw a sideline pass to
Maley .which stopped the clock. The field
goal, unit came onto the field)and Larry
Sparks kicked a '35 yarder as'tirrie ran out
to give Colby a 22-0 halftime lead.
The Mules totally dominated the first
half. Sears completed six of nine passes V
while Cidta and Dolan/ ran for more than
100 yard's combined , the defense held
Union to only one complete pass in the
entire first half.
Colby began^^^
the^wfty-fe^
Colby was able to . draw first blood when

Field Hockey Team Beats
Bowdoin For First Time
by Carol Sly ' :

Jane Hartzell scored the other two goals,
taking only four shots1. The two forwards
The Colby women's field hockey team
were cited; by coach Debbie Pluck as the
last Thursday defeated the Bowdoin Polar outstanding players. Their passing was tight
Bears 3-0 for the Mules' first victory ever and their movement.to the ball was preover their arch rivals. The women did it in cise. ..
The second half saw 'continued dominastyle with the shutout winl
tion
by the Mules. Hillary Jones and Chris
Colby came onto the field determined
to take the game,to Bowdoin with hustl- . Hood controlled the defense and returned
ing and aggressive play. The first half was the ball to the forwards. Goalie Sara Bunnell saw little of the ball and. was forced to
fast with Colby dominating the. play on
VV
offense. All of the Mule's goals were scored make only two saves: V
The game was Colby's from the start.
before the 35 minute first half was comThe
play was an excellent, display of conpleted. '
cise, controlled play;
Sue Meyer had one goal in seven shots.
The J.V. team tied Bowdoin 1-1. Jody
Tabar scored the Colby goal by hustling
in the circle and slipping it past the goalie.
Bowdoin rallied to tie the game up in the
second half. ' V
.' V
, Saturday, both teams traveled to Tufts.
A big crowd of Colby supporters turned
out to cheer the Mules on to a 3-1 victory
Tufts scored first on a fluke play, but
Colby dominated the rest of the game.
Their first goal came on the very next
play.
Again the forward line executed crisp
passing. Hartzell, Shillito, Meyer, and Shostak worked the ball down the field. A pass
from Meyer to Shostak resulted in the
first Colby 'score. Hartzell recorded the
second goal by. rushing the goalie for a
2-1 halftime lead.
Hartzell was named offensive player of
the game. She scored the final goal when
she put the ball in the net off of a penalty
v
corner. . ./ ' ¦> ¦ .
•
g
T"he defense backed the offensive drives
by consistently clearing the ball out of the
Colby end; It was a surevictory that. was A
followed by an equally impressive performthe
ance by the J.V. Sandy Long had a hatrick V
'
\M4:UM Colby def ensein tMs<\veckend's
¦'" ;. • ;;¦' "
victory over Union, with j 2 tackles
\V4-4'^ii^uid
• ¦:' '¦::l ¦
for the J .V.'s. /
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•- . "Sometimes a Great Notion," directed
6y and starring Paul Newma n , Vw31.be.
shown on Sunday, OctV.15 at 7 and r 9:3p
p.m. AlsoVstarring Henry Fonda arid ' Lee
-R emick , this film is based on the hovel
by Ken Kesey. L100. . -..
;—
Bing Crosby stars in the comedy, "A"
Conneticut Yankee in King Arthur 's
Court. " You can see it on Wednesday
night (Oct. 18) at 8 p.m. in L100.
The fourth part . of Sir Ken neth Clark 's
"Civilization " is being shown at 4 p.m.
on Thurs day afternoon. (Oct. 12) This
installment is entit led "Man - The Measure of All Things."
Film direction '78 presents "Ste ppen wolf" by Fred Haines , starring Max von
Sydow. The film will be shown on Sunday, Oct. 14 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Ad~
mission will be $l.O0 at the door of
L100.
Columbus, in rehersal

Ram Island
At Colby^

Theater Preview
Strider Theatre This Week
Performin g Arts presents Columbus
; ;
Wed., Oct , 11, 8 pm
Fri., Oct. 13, 8 pm
Sat., Oct. 14, 10.15 pm

Powder Wig presents Warm_ AngeI ,
written and directed by Dave Surette
'79. - ,
}
Thurs., Oct. 12, 8 pm
Sat. , Oct. 14, 8 pm
Sun., Oct. 15, 2 pm

&m vs vMm

Bob John in Warm Angel

D

On Oct. 16 The Empire Brass Quintet
will app ear , at the Rockport Opera House
in Rock port at 7:30. Students one dollar .

Startin gthis week, the Echo will list
important events going on near Colby.
The Echo office willgladlyaccept any
announc ements submitted by the Monday
of publication week.
Oct. 12-14 Aztec Two Step, will be
playing at the Red Barn in Mo nro e off
Rte. 139. For more informati on call
525-3261.
««MtaWiMMMM«aMna«B«MBM

On Oct. 14 song writer and poet , Tom
Chap in will give a concert in Hau ck Audi
torium at UMO. There will be shows at
8 and 10 p.m. For reserved tickets call
581-7929. •

The Farnswor th Art Museum in Rockport is exhibiting the work of Owen Mertoh
from Oct. 4-Nov. 29. The Knox County
Camera Club is also exhibiting from¦ Oct.
. ¦ '• • ¦' • ' • '
1-29.

From Oct. 12-15 the Railroad Square
Cinema between Main Street and College
Avenue , Wat erville, will present J immy
Cliff' s "The Harder They Come" at 7 and
9:30 (as well as midni ght shows on Fri .
Pai ntings by Kath y Bradford are on
and Sat.). Don 't miss this excellent
'. : ; - . display at Unit y College Art Gallery
account of J amaican life filled with Rege
Unity from Oct. 1-26. Gallery hours , Mon.
'
¦¦ ¦' ¦ ¦' ¦
;" - ' . '
'' '
music. From Oct. 16-18 "J onah Who
. : Fri. 12-5 . V ' . , ' : ¦
. ' •
Will Be 25 in the Year 2000" , direc ted by
by Alain Turner , will be playing at 7 and

'
9*°-

Oh Oct. 13 The Blend will play at
8130 in Thomas College Gymnasium,
Tickets are availabl e at the Stu-A office
in Roberts Union ,

The U. of Maine fa t -Augusta Gallery ' >
is showing the work -of Katz Cornell and
Lynch Win ters from Scpti 22-Nov. 2 in ,
an exhibi tion entitled "Figures. ' Gallery "
hours , Mon ;-Thtirs, 9-9, Fri. _ 9-5. '. '.7',' * v

Doroth y Carter , a master of the Hammered Dulcimer and Psaltery will present
a concert , Sunday Oct. 15 at 4pm. at the
Pittsfield Communit y Theatre. The pro- '
gram will include beautiful traditional
and original international folk music.
Admission is $2.50 for adults and $1.00
for students and senior citizens . Children
und er 12 are free.

A0hpr

4l4Kap h^4y : ;
h 4hV4l-To'Retid

Bernard Kapl an , author of two collections
of shor t, stories , "Prisoners of This World' .'
and "Obi tuaries ", will read from his . fiction
on Thursday, Octob er 12th , in the Robinson
Memorial Room of the Library at 8 p.m. , ,
Mr. Kaplan gradua ted from Antioch College, and did gradua te work at Yale and
the Iowa Writer 's Workshop, H e has been
a wri ter-in-rcstdence at Case Western Re- , , ,
serve , Ari zona Sta te University and currentl y
teaches at the Universit y of Delaware. He * '
is the former editor of the literary magasnine/The Missisippi Review."
i

i

,,

i
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The Ram Island Dance. Company will .
give a lecture-demonstrat ion performance
in Strider Theater on Monday , October , :
16 at 8 p.m.
On Tuesday the company will give
master , classes, at 11:30 a.m., 3: 00 p.m.
and 4:30 p.m. Another maste r class will
be given at . 4:30 p.m. on .Wednesday.
"All ne w * mat erial will be used in these
y ;i ., .. .
classes.' '
Ram Isl a nd Dan ce, under the direction V
of Andrea Stark , has toured extensively
in . Maine and has recently become . a
participating member of New, England 'y
Touring. The group was in residence at
,;
U.M.O. for part of last year , y
V
.
"The Company , and its members are sur- :
prising ly young. The ages of the five dancers (two men and three women) ran ge :
fr om 22 to 27. The Company has been
it has : been
in existence for five years ^ but
reorganized under Andrea Stark for only
two and a half , years. . , , - V ¦ '
,.
Ram Island Dance will be back in
Waterville on Novemb er 3 ,4 at the Opera
House t o give t wo full performances. They
will begin at 8:00 , on both Friday and
' : . •. ¦;¦ ¦>
,! ' . ' ¦;
Saturday. 1 .

Backstree t
Choir
by Chris Congde n

I hadn 't been in the . Boston Garden
since early high school days to watch
the Buffalo Braves beat the hometown . .
Celtics in a playoff , game. Tickets were as
scarce for that, game as they were for
the rock and roll show 1 saw there two
weeks ago this past Monday. Boston was
a pretty intimidating team and the garden,
combined with some of the world's most
fanatic fans, was a very intimidating ,
place. Many championships and much
pride have called the garden their home
over theryears.
Waiting for the show to begin, I could feel the excitement of those heated games.
This isn't so surprising a connection considering some of the things I had heard
about garden shows since rriy last personal experience with the . place. .
Everything from Ian Anderson 's demonic
antics to the unbounded talents and excesses of David Bowie seemed to play on
the theme of the garden as a place of
overwhelming challenge where intimacy
and charm were waylaid for power , and
'
conquest.
V
In short, there are a limited number ofperformers who canj ell thegarden out
arid Bruce Springsteen'was not oriebf
the people I associated with that achievement. 1 guess fpr me, his image was in
conflict with the image of the arena I
was about to see him in.
Oh the surface it must have seemed
like the same old story. Guitar play ing
singer-songwriter forms band , gets a sound
together, cuts an album, develops area
following, cuts another album, gets his
live show together, develops East Coast ,
following, garners record company support ,
cuts a strong album, picks up excessive
media attention and follows, three years

bles and deliver- consistently great shows?
Some answers were to be found this night.
The show itself was fineVSpringsteen's
manic energy, excellent song selection
and ample volume carried the evening and
all were dancing on their chairs as usual
by the encores. The largeness of the place"
got in the way in the expected ways.
His personal stories and slower songs
(most noticeably "Incident ") were swal- '
lowed up in the mighty Garden. So there
were both successes arid letdowns' for me
that evening.
Wary of repeating they "Borri to Run "
hype syndrome through mysterious silences Springsteen has, as always, felt a
need to keep his music alive.
The world of rock stardom seems to
have been as good a place as any to

later, with another huge album and tour
which breaks even bigger ground.
Although Springsteen stories are often
better than Springsteen performances itwas fitting,that he should get a crack
at Bean Town's Garden. In the end,
this performance only proved that there
are holes in the sensational Sprinsteen
image.
Springsteen had had a perfect set-up
back in '75 when "Born to Run " was
breaking. Unable to sell-out the really
large halls, he played the medium size
clubs and theatres that were " more condu
cive to his show. "Sold out. in advance" ,
shows and press attention made an image
for him he couldn't have created in the
big haUs.
, . The whole thing worked put well.
His show at the time, and to a lesser '
extent how, Was based oh a continuity
of song, tension, .running stories, intimacy,
and direct communication which required
more than just devotion to a larger than
life hero, although that was certainly
part of it. It required attention, to every
detail, to every subtle change in die
beautifully run lights, to a change in his
mood that would be lost in a hall with
any more than, say, three or four thousand people.
Springsteen's specialness was based on
a closeness with a group that felt as
special as the performer, because the. show
depended a great deal on those: eager
followers. The kids were., Springsteen's :
bottom line, not some sure-fire backlog
Of hits and gimmicks.
So the question is:* Why the irhove to
the garden? Has-he forgotten how special a Springsteen show was in a close atmosphere? He owes that atmosp here something more than the artists who play
them because they can 't carry the big
places. Has he forgotten that unfortunate
incident when he opened .for Chicago
many years ago? Has he lost that sense
of perspective that;kept him in small
halls where he could control all the varia-
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Disappointing some music lovers but
^
still surviving, even prospering, .'Springsteen
is rising above the pressure of finding
new directions for rock '&. roll. That he
is transcending that immense pressure
speaks well for the adaptability of both V
the performer and his music. What amazing disappointments we would have been:
in for had Springsteen been able to carry
the unwanted burden of the super hu- .
man around for any longer. Having performed in the garden, he is now artistically free; free to fail and free to succeed
on his own terms.
Who knows? I have a feeling this freedom will return our now less than super
hero back to the theatres and clubs that
have served both him and us so well.

Discussion In The J ette
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make those musical explorations.
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James Joyce, Paris c.1920, by BereniceAbbott
On Sunday, Oct. 15 at 3 p.m., Norma
Boom Marin who organized the Berenice
Abbott exhibition and Martin Dibner who
organized the Milton Avery Exhibition wil
will speak in the Jette Gallery about the
two exhibitions.
Berenice Abbott may come to the talks
from her home in Abbottsville.Me. Artist
Paul Katz, describes Abbott and her work:
"Berenice Abbott has been making
photographs for more than fifty yearsa longer time than most of us have been
alive.
In that time she has created at least
three distinct bodies of work: the Paris
portraits of the 192Q's the New York
views of the 1930's and the scientific
studies of the late 1950's and early 1960's
Common to each phase of her work is not
a particular manner but.a basic conception
of photograp hy as a rational and objective
endeavor.

Any Berenice Abbott photograph is a
lucid presentation of the facts. She is a
photographer who believes it her duty to
serve the subject and not the other way
around. She has been the most consistent
exponent of straight photography rejecting both the obvious pretensions of the
old pictorialists and the more subtle ones
of the modernists who hide their "rose
and ice" beneath the cubist grid.
Neither Henry Peach Robinson nor Paul
Stand win her respect. Like Jackson, Nasar, Atget, and Hine (the photographers
she likes most) Abbott has placed her
artistic skills at the service of society.
Her work informs as well as pleases.
Recent developments in the arts (I speak
of the Minimal and Conceptual Movements)
will perhaps do much toiisensitize the public to the very real beauty of Abbott 's work
which shares with these latest developments a new classicism born of a
sharp critical appraisal of reality."
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Soccer Sets
Shutout Record
by David Stra ge

With fifteen minutes to go, Andy Huber, looking to get his name among the
Last Saturday at Loebs Field, the
goal scorers, took a long range shot. John
Colby Mules had New England College
Lyman, who was stationed in front of
shaking their heads after a resounding
the goal, almost unconsciously deflected u .
7-0 shut out victory. This was another
it past the goalkeeper to get credit for
impressive win for the improving, young
the goal and a 6-0 lead.
•
soccer team. . <
No mistake about the seventh,. Elliott
It took the Mules only five minutes
Pratt on target again following a Lyman
Betro
Tom
scoreboard.
the
to get on
cropping pass. That concluded the Mules
took a free kick from 25 yards ' out and the scoring for the game..
the goalkeeper couldn 't hold onto it.
Throughout the game Colby kept conHowever, it was another 25 minutes be- . .. stant pressure- on the New England goal.
fore the Mules scored again. This time
At times it seemed as though Colby could
Elliott Pratt found the net after a fine
never be denied. The opposing goalkeeper
from
Andy
defense
h
the
pass throug
was forced to continually make"saves
Huber.
while the Colby goalie sat at the other
end of the field waiting.
A few minutes after Pratt 's goal, Eric
save
to
New England College was unable to
reflex
Leith made a remarkable
keep the Mules shutout bid intact.
generate any offense in the second half
Early in the second half, Tom Betro
until the waning moments when the game
hit the post with a fine shot. The Mules
was already out of reach. The second
kept the pressure on and a few minutes
half was easy for the Mules defense as
later Dick Muther put the ball away for
the offense controlled the game.
a 3-0 lead.
.
The seven goal total this weekend gave
Within 30 seconds of Muther's goal,
the Mules 18 goals for the season while.
David LaLiberty had made it 4-0. La- .
their opponents have scored only 3 times,
Liberty lobbed the ball over the goalkeepIt was also the fourth shutout of the
er into the far comer from 35 yards out.
season which ties the school record. The
LaLiberty scored again a few minutes .
victory also upped ythir record to. 4-1-1
later when he converted a penalty kick.
which exceeds by one iheii victory totalV ;
Colby was awarded the penalty as a re-'
of one year ago. V
suit of a roughness foul against-the New
England goalie.

X Country Top sf iowdoiii
by Glen Coral.
Last Wednesday marked the most im- .
portant meet of the year for the men's
cross-country team. At the completion of
this five mile race against Bowdoin, the
Mules drove back to Mayflower Hill with
an impressive 24-31 triumph.
The tone of the race was set before
the gun fired. The Mules were visibly
psyched. When asked by the starter if .
Colby was ready, captain Dan Ossoff responded confidentl y, "You better believe
it!"
Bowdoin sent two runners to the front
right at the gun and they managed to
hold the lead for a quarter of a mile.
Ossoff then took the lead and never
looked back. As the race progressed, he
steadily opened his lead, finishing in 26:15,
a distant twenty-six seconds ahead of

second place,
V; :--;VV "V:
Duncan Whitney, who .ran a superb „¦
race, ar
id Jon Bees took third arid fourth
places respectively., Mike Thurston filled
in the number seven spot. The key man,
however, was Neil Moynihari. He grabbed
an important ninth place finish to sew up
the first victory over Bowdoin in eight
- . ¦',
years. .
"Vy ".,' ¦ •
"The first step toward having a good
team was t o be at Bowdoin ," explained
Ossoff. "The upperclassmen were really
up for the race. Duncan and Neil ran a
great race." When asked about his own
performance Ossoff replied, "It's great
to finish first, but it was better to see
Jon and Duncan right behind I"
Coach Wescott was quite impressed
with the team's performance. "The losses
over the weekend did not affect the
t eam 's perspective on this race. Our top
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RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT

•Men'sand Women 's Divisions
•Open to Begi nners and
Advanced Players Alik e?
v >

«Bi ^
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THE CLUB , Water ville , AAe.

Colby defender f ights UJf .O. player for the ball in the Mule 's 1-0 overtime victory Tuesday.- m.E

¦¦
¦
y V.
'V . . .. . .;- - ' ">. ' . ¦ ¦ - y y ¦•
COLBY BEATS U.M.O. 1-0

¦

The Colby soccer team claimed another victory at home on Tuesday after:noon, beating the University of Maine at .
Orono, 1-0 in overtime. The victory V .
set a new school record for most shutouts
in a season; TheyColby forward line showed
their skill in numerous offensive
aata» *ataa>aBBa»Ba» *t*taa ^^
a»^ B
^^ B

five men were really up. They wanted to
win , that race.!'
The Mules are shifting gears. Until now
the emphasis during their workouts has
been on building strength. They now
have a good base and ar e beginning to
work on speed in preparation for the
NESCAC meet on October 14 at Hamilton. Coach Wescott hopes to see the
team finish within the top five. "Bates
will , most likely, take first place. Amherst is strong and Tufts is better than
wc anticipated. We have to keep improving."
The Moles have not seen the last of
the Bowdoin Polar Bears, thoug h. Both
will clash again at the NESCAC meet at
the Maine State Invitational . The first
half of the season has been a successful
four wins and two losses, but the test is
yet to come.

advances against a rhuch improved U.M.O.
side. Colby scored four times against Maine
at Orono last week. Despite these attacks,
the U.M.O. defence was strong enough
to ensure a goalless 1st half.
v
The second half was also evenly
Andy
work
by
matched. Excellent
Huber and David Laliberty kept Maine
at bay. Unfortunately, none of the Colby
forwards could manage toy score,< and at
the end of ninety minutes, the teams
were still' locked at 0-0.
Despite the justified fatigue v of the - ,
players , overtime was played. The^ high
standard and fast pace of the game' , "' ; , ;.
was maintained throughout the overtime V ::
periods. Maine's offence was repeat edly V
countered by the Mule defence led byy l
;
Doug Lowing and Paul Wade.
After 107 minutes, Colby finally;;
broke the deadlock with a well deserved
:
goal. Tim Cross broke through the
;
the
chance
d efense and gave Dick Mutter
to score with a precise pass. Muther,
-V;'
who was in the perfec t loca tion , put the
ball past the goalkeeper.
The Mules recor d now s tands at
5-1-1 and they, need only one more win
t o clinche the winning season that Coach
Serdjenian promised at t he b eginning, of
September. This important game is at I
home on Saturday against Clark, beginning at noon.

BRASS BELL RESTAURANT
45 IVIuini St.', Waterville
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KENNEDY MEMO RIAL DRIVE

Open Mon. - Thurs. 6 A.M. - 6 P.M. :
Fri. - Snt. , 6 A.M. - 9 P.M.
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ability.
Another injury that will hurt the squad
is the separated shoulder of kicker Sparks
He injurecTtHe shoulder on the opening
kickoff, but he returned to kick the field
goal and also to kick in the second half.
This Saturday, Colby meets Hamilton at
at home. The Mules will be trying to
^
gain their second consecutive victory.

# Football

Continued f r om page 7 V ¦ ; V.
The defensive star of the game was '
Hadiaris. He had 12 tackles, three quarterback sacks, the interception for the *•- .
touchdown,' and caused the fumble near
the end of the first half.; His performance
has earned him a nomination to the allECAC team this week.
The defense recorded four interceptions.
Crowley, Charley White, and Scott .
Mclntire picked off errant passes in addition to Hadiaris.
Oh offense, Dolan and Ciota both exceeded the 100 yard mark. Dolan gained
107 yards on 26 carries and two touchdowns. ; Ciota had 103 yards on 23 carries
Coach McGee attributed the improved
ground game to the outstanding play .
of the offensive line.
The Mules unfortunately encountered a
few injury problems. The most serious
injury was to junior guard Gary Leonard.
He injured his knee and will undergo
surgery later this week. He will be replaced by sophomore Dennis Ring. Ring
played well in reserve for Leonard against
Union and McGee is confident in his
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YARDS RUSHING—
YARDS PASSING

.

L

TOTAL OF FENS£_i___L__i__

ONION

21

19

278 . .

1&

120

129

„..398

'.

PASSING att/com/Int

COLBY

288

9-14-1
'.

PENALTIES no/yds

PUNTS no/»vg;„_

:

10-27-1

JO-127

2-30

4-33.3

.....J-2 6.

COLBY

7

IS

6

0

28

UNION

0

0

8

18

26

C- Dolan 3 yd run (Dean kick)

to play for the Brooklyn Dodgers. Since
then many black players have achieved
great success in the game of baseball. Name
trie five black pitchers who have won
World Series games.
-

Baseball Trivia
1) In 1924 Lou Gehrig started his major
league career with the New'York Yankees
at first base; and ended it fifteen years
later at that same position. During this
fifteen year span Gehrig established an
astonishing record of 2130 consecutive
games played , earning him the title of
"The Iron Horse." He amassed numerous
records throughout his career such as his
record 23 grand slams. Can you name the
player Lou Gehrig replaced at first base in
1924 and the player who replaced Gehrig
at first base in 1939?

4> Forbes Field in I960. The seventh and .
final game of the World Series is tied at
9-all in the bottom of the ninth inning.
Yankee pitcher Ralph Terry has a 1-0 count
on the first batter of the inning, a Pirate
infielder deposits the next pitch over the
left field wall to give Pittsburg the World
Championship. Name this .273 hitter who
made history by. becoming the first player
ever to decide a World Championship with
a home run.
5) In 1967 the impossible Dream came
true for the Boston Red Sox. Twenty-game
winner Jim Lonborg led the Sox into the
World Series against the St. Louis Cardinals. The Cardinals had their ace pitcher
Bob Gibson. However, it was in this series
that a young Boston hurler achieved the
honor of being the youngest pitcher to
ever pitch in World Series competition.
Name this ex-Boston pitcher who is still
considered an active player.

2) It's October 3, 1951. It's the ninth inning and the Giants trail by a run with
pinch runner Clint Hartung on third base.
Bobby Thomson comes to bat and shocks
the baseball world with a memorable home
run to give the Giants a victory, and more
importantly a pennant over the Brooklyn
Dodgers. Can you name the Brooklyn
pitcher who served up that historic home
run?

,

C- Dolan 2 yd run (kick failed)
C-Sears 1 yd run (kick failed)
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C- FG Sparks 35 yds
U-Terranova 1 yd run (pan to Neppadona)
C- Hadiaris 44 yd interception return (conversion failed)
U- Wright 12 yd pass from Terranova (conversion failed)

3) During the war years Jackie Robinson
•broke the color barrier of baseball when
Branch Rickey gave him the opportunity

U- Eberly 25 yd pass from Terranova (conversion failed)
U- Terranova 1y d run (conversion failed )

6)The 1975 World Series is considered by
many as the greatest of all. Many fine
individual performances astonished sellout
crowds in both Boston and Cincinnati, and
many heroes were born. In this series
Bernie Carbo tied a major league mark
for pinch-hit home runs in a single series
(2), and from then on could do no wrong ¦
almost. What major leaguer hit the very
first pinch-hit home run in World Series .
play?

Teiinis Wins
by Andr ew Good e
With victories over Bowdoin and Merrimack College, Colby 's women's tennis
team moved above the .500 mark for the
first .time this season. ' .' ¦ . ' :
Colby, who has dominated the C.B.B.
rivalry in recent years, encountered stiff
competition from Bowdoin en route to
a 4r3 victory. ' . .-. .
In number one singles, Mo Flint, who
h as b egun to play the quality tennis she
is capable of, won handily 6-4, 6-3 over
Bowdoin 's Meg McLean.
As a spectator, you'll never see Mo stand
ing at t h e base line simply keeping t he ball
in play. That's not her style. Rather, she'll
keep her opponent const antly on the move
and if she detects a weakness in her opponen t 's game, she'll poun d it wit h amazing
precision.
At num b er two, Martha Oaks, whose
game more resembles that of a Jimmy Connors than of a Chris Evert, hammered out
victory over Kathy, Lang 6-3,1-6, 6-4>
Then at numbers three and four Colby
has the Huebsch sisters. Their styles, which
are very similar, rely on placement and
consistency while letting their opponents
make the mistakes.
Unfor t una t ely their game plans failed
them on Wednesday as Gretchen lost to
Christie Chandler 5-7, 6-2, 2-6 and Ellen
dropped two sets,to¦ Dorothy
D'Oria 2-6,
¦
, • ;, - ¦ ¦ : y. y Vh, y '.y
1-6." ;•
The first team of Jod y Dwight and Amy
Parker lost for only the second time this!
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Last Sunday Colby sailors took to the
seas of Penobscott Bay once again in
their fourth regatta of the scheduled six
fall meets. Battling a very brisk October
b reeze, the two Colby skippers - veteran
Geoff Emanuel and Adam Bolonski (in
his freshman appearance), demonstrated
their skills at the helms of the Maine
Maritime - provided Lark dinghies.
Crew members Ingrid Gjesteby and
freshman Andy Ray had their- work cut
out for them. With the wind gusting to
over twenty knots, it was their job to
trim the foresails and keep the boats as
level as possibleColby finished in overall fourth place
ahead of UMO and Bates. Maine Maritime edged out Dartmouth for the victory, and Bowdoin. sailed to a third place
finish.
Several boats capsized . throughout the
course of the aftcrnobn. Colby narrowly
escaped this chilly fate during the fifth
B;division race. Suddenly Adam and Andy
fqund themselves in a swamped boat.
the team is looking forward to its next
regatta in two weeks on the Charles
River at MIT in Cambridge!

George Dolan, shown against Middlebury, was Colby's leading rusher with 107 yards against Union
6-3. Amy Davidoff alsp won handily over
Merrimack's Dehise Driscoll 6-4, 6-1.
The doubles teams encountered minimal
competition as Jody Dwight and Amy
Parker leveled Sue Dalkus and Linda Galvin 6-0, 6-0. Second doubles saw Janice
Miller and Pam Helyar dominating over
Karen Scheehan and Gay Locke 6-0, 6-1.
The girls are now preparing for the upcoming prest igious New England tournament in two weeks. Colby will probably
send two singles players and a pair of
doubles teams" down to Amherst for the
four day affair.
The following weekend Colby will host
t he St at e t ournamen t,which will include
six teams from Maine. The Mules are
/
the defending champs.
.,/. . .

season 6-7, 6-3, 4-6 to Bowdoin's Ellen
Pyne and Wina Williams.
The second doubles team consisting of,
Amy Davidoff and Bev Nalbandian triumph
ed 7-6, 6-3 over Anne Devine and Anne
Seeeney, while the t hird doubles t eam of
Janice Miller and Pam Helya easily beat
Linda Boggs and Susie Caras 6-2, 6-4.
The Mules raised their record to 4-3 with
a 6-1 trouncing over Merrimack College.

In singles, Mo Flint won her t hird
st raight match with a 7-5, 6-0 wih over

Sue Dalkus. Martha Oaks bestowed a
6-0, 6-0 lashing over Linda Galvin. Gretchen
Huebsch was left out of the victory parade
as she dropped .two to Lori Brodowski
"6-4, 6-4. Ellen Hubsch chalked up an easy
victory over Elaine Scentemmentcs 6-2,

{
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by Skip Neville
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1) In 1924 Lou Gehrig replaced Wally Pip,
¦ ' at first base arid in 19
„.
39 Babe Dahlgren
' " . ;.»,
replaced the "Iron Horse."
2)Ralph Branca was the Brooklyn pi t cher
who served up that historic home run to , „
Bobby Thomson.
J ) Bob Gibson , Luis Tiant, Al Downing,
Jim "Mudcat '!Grant,,Joe Black ,
4) Bill Mazeroski . . ;
5) Ken Brett
6) Yogi Berra
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• Echo Chamber

What would Socrates
think of 0Keefe?
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Because th ere 's going to be nothin g str aight
about a CHEECH & CHONG film.

lf ybu question long enough and deep enough, certain truths about
O'KeefeI-become evident. , •
It has a hearty, full-bodied flavor. It is smooth and easy going down.
" And, the quality of its head is fact rather than philosophical
conjecture.
Wethink there's one truth about O'Keefe that Socrates would not ,
.question:It's tod good to gulp. As any rational man can taste. ,

Now it's time for a CHEECH & CHO NG movie.

C & Cm "UP IN SMOKE"

will make you feel very funny.

So don't go straight to see this movie!
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development of desperately needed alternative energies. Millions of our dollars are
presently being wasted on advertising to
counter, growing public concern over
policies practiced by these gigantic cor- .
porations. Since these inefficient expenditures are considered costs, they are also
tax deductible and lower the industry 's
tax liability, reducing the money it gives
back to our government. Nationalized '
energy industries would put these economic
resources to use with positive tangible returns. Having a single energy producer ~ '
would also minimize the current duplication of effort in the research and development of energy technology.
In the past when; the United States
has needed to develop a technology as
qui ckly as possible, we have done so best
through public, not private* management.
The Manhattan Project and the Space Program serve as prime examples. Consider
the effect the oil "shor tage" has had on
;
our jobs, our personal mobility Vond our
entire economy. We are in a major transition period in which energy concerns are
governing our lives more each year. The
objectives of the private energy in t eres t s
and "the public welfare have become mutuall y exclusive,American Democracy has <
t radi t ionall y held that we must control

throug h popular sovereignty that which
governs us, and this is now only possible
by nationalizing the primary energy industries. This issue should be consider ed objectively from both sides. The app lication
of blanket political titles only restricts our
vision about our energy future , before it
is made for us.
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There is a French radio show every other
Sunday from 3 to- 6 p.m. If there is any
record you 'd like to hear or lend,- p lease
contact Isabefle dilitraut, 353 Woodman,
or call ext. 533 in the evening.

liliVUt

¦• . .
Maine Medical Center announces a ¦
Health Career Fair Saturday, Nov.. 4;
1978 9 a.m. to. 2 .p.m.
Talk with professionals about: .
Nursing, Dental Health, EEC,- Nutrition,
Pharmacy, Operating Room Technology,
Diagnostic Ultrasound, and over 18 different other Health related careers.

The Colby Dancers are looking for an
accompanist, (piano). Anyone interested,
please contact Pam Ellis, ext; 526.

For Sale: 1967.Mustang 289 V8, 78,000
There will be an organizational meeting \for those interested in working on the Winter Carnival Planning Committee Oct. 18 at
6V30p.m. in the Levine Room, Roberts
Union. Bring ideas for a theme and activities. For more information call Kevin
Schneider, x556 or Peter Greenberg, 2-9774
Winter Carnival Chairpersons.

miles, runs well, needs muffler. $200. See
Sue Viger 236 Foss or call x526.

The Men's Varsity Squash Team wdl
have a m andatory meeting on Thurs, Oct
19 at 7 p.m. in the Whitney Room,
Roberts Union.

____
_ _ __

Parents Weekend Service
Sunday, Oct. 15
'
. . . ;¦ - . '"¦' .
il a.m.
Jane Dibden '80, student preacher
"What Does Being Religious Mean to You?"
Special music by Colby students.
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ACROSS

(abbr.)
5 Partin g wor d
6 Narrow inlet

1 — of the . 'law

8 Easily bent-

15 City near Los
An geles y
,
. 16 .Capital' of Burma
¦
17 —:' bread /
18 Burning fragrance
19 Film come d ian
Charlie —...20 Relative of jeans
22 Financial ¦ g¦race
period ' ' •. " 24 Large letters
¦
¦ , for
. short ' . .' - ¦

28 Subject of Kilmer
poem
29 .Crosby and cherry
' .. 34 Earhart , for one .
36 City near Chicago
37 Pacific inlet
(3 wds.) '
39 .Regard highly
40 Create a closed ,
shop
41 Mythical carrier
42 .Thin Man ' s pooch
43 Belgian river
44 Ship parts
46 Procession
51 Not suitable (
¦56 Church attendees
- 57 One of the con-V
quistadors
59 Drum sound
60 Subject of Newton ' s
.fi rst law
61 Attractive
62 Sink

,

DOWN ,1 Secular : " .
y 2 Prefix: at right
angles
3 Sports organization •

S
5
f

• 7 Type of orange

8 Mark Twain
character

9 Actress Hope .
10 Victim of 57-Across
11 Ripening agent
12 Study, with " up "

13 Emulate Charlie
Brown '
14 Chemical endi n g s

21
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48 Word in campaign
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49 Parsegh1an, et al..
50 Mother of Apollo
52 Certain;fe d .
53 Comedian Johnson
54 School chief (abbr.)
55 i Frog
58 Suffix for hero
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, ' Mountaineering ia tho science and art of drinking Busoh,The torrri originates duo to tho snowy, icy peaks sported . .
by the label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste inside, (of, lessona l, 2 and3,) . . •
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Let There Be Lig ht

The Echo would like to congratulate the administration on their wise handling
of a very serious problem on campus. This problem has plagued humans for thousands of years. We understand the importance of proceeding with caution in this area.
The problem we are speaking about is that it gets dark on the Colby campus once the
the last glimmerings Of sunlight sink into Johnson Pond. For years students have pointed
out that, with modem technology at its apex, there must be some way to remedy this.
As always, the Powers That Be have listened to heartfelt suggestions of students,
have realized the validity in what was being said. So three years ago, holes were dug at
strategic points on campus.
Students started getting excited. At last! No more slipping and sliding all over
the ice in the winter, in the dark, or sinking into mud puddles in the m iddle of pathways in the dark. •-.. v
In complex matters like this, it takes time to work out solutions. Over a period of
three years, the ' administration has carefully overseen .the placement of these new
fafljjrl^I&fflposts in the holes around campus.
But we feel it is time to make another suggestion. We would like to see those
lights turned on. It might help.

Numero Uno

The Echo is running a story about the Myron Farber Supreme Court case this .
week because we consider freedom of the press to be quintessential to the Bill of
Rights. The first amendment rhetoric that Ben Bradlee or A.M. Rosenthal are only
too ready to cite still applies. The Ffamers of the Constitution immediately recognized the need for defending the right of free expression.
The Farber case controversy concerns the First Amendment vs. the Sixth Amendment, which defends the right to a fair trial. The problem is not which Amendment
ought to command more authority but rather, how to defend and uphold both Amend
ments through reasonable compromise. The Supreme Court's current decision to hold
Farber in jail for not disclosing his notes in the Jascalevich murder trial is totally un- ':
acceptable.
.
,
Ignoring the 18th century political thinkers such as Locke or Rousseau and their
definition of the natural rights of man, the Supreme Court case should be viewed in
light of pragmatic realities. If a journalist is forced to reveal his notes on any court
command, where lies the future of investigative reporting?
A reporter's sources are sacred; The reporter 's anonymous sourc e will no longer
divulge information knowing that he might be exposed by a court decision. In many
;
cases, a source's job and livelihood depends on his remaining anonymous..
The New York Times is backing Myron Farber all the way,* and we too support
his determination. We do not want to see the Sixth Amendment hamper the First
Amendment, the centerpiece of the Bill of Rights. The freedom described in the First
Amendment should always remain intact for the First Amendment cannot be plagued
by exceptions.
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High And Dry

Another Side

To the Editor:
V-:V , ' .', ,V' " ' v
This coming Friday, the Seeley G. Mudd
science building will be dedicated . Most
of us know the value it will bringito the
learning process, but few know; how this
gift came to be.
While we .thank Mudd for his generosity;-"
it is important that it be understood where
his wealth came from.
.
'
In 1912 , Col. Seeley W. Mudd started V
mining copper on the Mediterranean island
of Cyprus. At the time, Cyprus was under
the colonial rule of Britain. The British
made arrangements that gave Col. Mudd a
favorable financial advantage, requiring him
to pay a small royalty fee and negligible : *
income tax.
In the ensuing years the Cyprus Mining
Company was passed down to Col. Mudd's
son Harvey. Another son, Seeley G., our
benefactor , went on to become a doctor.
The Cyprus mines proved quite lucrative,-;
Between 1946 and the early 70's profits
of well over 100 million dollars, were extracted. As a result, Seeley G. Mudd grew
quite rich from his share of stock, and
when he died in 1968 he left over^ milYours in bridge building,
lion dollars to be used to erect buildings
Bob Lizza
,
named after him.
But what of the people of Cyprus? What
did they get in return for their naturalre^
sources? During the height of the milling
the Mudd famil y was fairly "generous,"
They
built schools and gave away free milk
An Open Letter to Seiler's Ristofante;
and yogurt. That is nice enough, but a
l'ma writing thisa letter to tanka the
look under the veneer exposes two decades
people who runa Setter's Ristorante beduring which the people ot Cyprus grew to
causa they maka me feel right ata home
depend on the Mudd mining operation for
by serving spaghetti 3 times aweeka
their livelihood. By 1954 most of the copGracia.
per was gone and the mining operations
But l'ma gonna maka request that l'ma.
were severely cut back. Cyprus, a nation
hope you no canna refuse, pleasa don
which had lost its most valuable na t ur al
serve it atoo mucha becausa you make
resource, was left with hardly more than
everyone who doria like to eat spaghetti
2% of the total profits (in the form of
so much hate Italians and you make me
gifts from an American company), to beneso home sick , eh? Beside, even the pisanos fit half a million citizens.
ona the other side eata real food someTh e ques t ion now is, could all this hav e
times.
been done any differen tly ? What if the
¦
United States had loaned Cyprus the
' " . - .Ciao, ' ¦¦ ¦ . _
money and technical expertise to develop
¦
their copper, as done by the Soviet Union
Umberto Lizza
in Cuba?
• . » ' -'
Then* the 100 million plus dollars would
have. remained in Cyprus benefiting the
All letters must be signed and submitted by Monpeople of this develop ing natioiiu
day evening. Names will be withheld upon request.
As we dedicate the new science building, we should be aware not of the Mudd
The Colby ECHO reserves the right to shorten any
famil y's generosity that acted merely as
letter: If we receive several letters concernin g one .
topic of interest, we may print only a representaa condui t , but of the Cypriot people, whose
tive letter. < .
national wealth made it possible. ,
To the Editor:
The priorities of the power elite at
Colby have struck again: Witness the
construction of the new superbridge at
the southern end of 1-94 near the Mary
Low interchange.
For years there has been talk (and not
much else), about getting adequate lighting on campus to assure the safety of
students after dark, but even with all the
construction only some paths were lit.
Already this year at least one late night
wierdo has shown up.
But now for the sake of wet feet an
obviously costly megastructure has been
built over a puddle • a damp depression
that could have been taken care of with
a simple drain. How much did the bridge
cost? "Where did the money come from?
Why such a drastic measure?
v I guess I'll just hang up my Bean
boots and convince myself to be proud
of the fact- that even if Colby's not the
safest place to walk at night, we'll at
least be able to wear sneakers year round

f Ciao!

(

Richard Schreue r

v Benjamin Below.

mmwffiiQm

by. Steve Singer

The United States is entering a stage of
development in which the production and. use
use of energy,will be the most prominent
factor influencing our lifestyle. All of our
energy decisions must be responsible, and _
made in consideration of their long term
effects, for policies now will change pur
society for years to come. Philosopher ....
Charles Frankel has defined a responsible
decision as when those making the decision
must answer directly to those effected by V .
the decision. Unfortunately it is only by
nationalizing the major U.S. energy industries that we can insure responsible future ..
energy policies.
Traditional American economic theory
holds that the perfectly competitive market
is the best allocator of resources. Supposedly
the consumer controls the market, dictating
what should be produced and how much
he is willing to pay. If a company doesn't
respond to consumer demand, its products
won't sell and a competitor will meet the
demand instead. Thus, business is guided by
this Ultimate Deity, the free market, in its
quest for profits . But as renowned economist Domar recently stated, "The only perfecdy competitive markets in the U.S. are
the New York Stock Exchange and the
Chicago Grain Exchange." Because the '
consumer can hot refuse to buy energy
products (if we have to drive to work, we
have to buy gas) we have lost our economic
power, we do not control the energy markets. The energy corporations are manipulating the market to a startling degree. We
as consumers are bowing to a God that no
longer exists. We have no way to use the
market to force those making the energy
decisions (industry) to answer to those
effected by their decisions (consumers). Government nationalization of the energy
industries , is the consumer's only recourse
if we are to direct our.own energy futu re,
The primary goal of business is to "max
imize profits," and all Other concerns are
viewed from this limited perspective.
Covernmentally run energy industries
would be oriented toward filling the energy needs of its citizens, not investors' .
bank accounts. This is why I urge nationalization. We must make a conscious
choice between people or profits, for both
cannot be served by the same policies
anymore.
Our dependence on foreign oil has caused
a massive trade deficit which has set our
economy on a downward slide. The value
of the dollar is plunging on world money
markets because other countries can't
perceive any serious U.S. effort to con- .
serve energy, and they have little faith in
the strength of our economy. A 1977 reClA report predicts our petroleum consumption will increase 40% by 15>#5; Itis clearly in the national interest to reduce
our oil dependence by switching to other •
forms of energy and stepping up conservation. But the private energy, industries
have no incentive to reduce energy demand
because 'would shrink
their sales poten¦
tial.,; /; ' . . . .¦.: . .' . '; •¦ ' 1. . ' i:l- ' '- ¦ - . :' . . .44
Every,, merican realizes that .ideally, the
sun is tl best energy source "available, It
is clean, exhaustible, and the raw material is absolutely free. The only overtly ,
stated arguemcrit against it is, that "it
isn 't cost competitive,yet,, and we need *
energy now." However, an as yet unpublished paper by economist Thomas Tietenberg demonstrates that tlie natural gas,

producers are lobbying to institute a system of pricing that is biased toward natural gas and away from solar and other
alternative .energy sources. This type of
problem exists in other fields as well._ The
energy industries are spending far more in
exploration and development of fossil and
nuclear fuels than they, are in making so- lar energy cost competitive. They have ,
huge investments in non-renewable resources, and no company seeking to maximize profits will ever work to reduce the
value of its assets. Here is a direct conflict of goals between America's energy
development in the direction most beneficial to the nation as a whole, because
through the meduim of our government, .
the consumer will have an input into the
production process.
The typical proponent of private industry will say that government is inherently
inefficient and should stay out of business. In the energy field this is simply not
true. The whole purpose of nationalization
is to define efficiency in terms of the .

consumer, not investor returns. Nationalized energy industries would seek to maximize social performance, not corporate
profits. This could be most painlessly accomplished b y requiring the industries in
question to sell a majority of their stock
to the government, giving the general pub
he controlling interest. Looking from this
perspective, governmentally directed industries would actually be more efficient
and equitable with respect to the production of energy and the distribution of
capital. Let us take an example from the
oil industry.
For every underground Oil reservoir,
there is a certain pumping speed which
maximizes the total output called the
Maximum Efficiency Recovery Rate
(MER). Producers own only the surface
land, and several owners tap each field.
The natural incentive for a money-minded
producer is to pump as fast as possible;
if he doesn't, someone else will get the
oil he left in the ground. This leads the
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companies .to exceed the field's MER , reducing total productive efficiency. In an
attempt to stay at the MER, regulations
were introduced restricting the procurer s
output, basically granting die oil comp anics monop oly powers. According to
petroleum expert Walter J. Mead, this
causes "an income redistribution effect
away from consumers and toward owners
of crude oil reserves." But Mead also says
the most efficient route "appears to be
management of the reservoir as if is were
under single ownership." For this reason,
and others based on economies of scale,
the oil industries are inherently monopolistic. The American consumer has two
choices. Either we have a private monopoly which be definition sucks away our
hard earned dollars, or we have a government monopoly which is at least responsive to the demands of the democratic
process.
Also what does the private sector do with
our collective incomes? The profit margin
insures that private industries use of the
public's dollars will be less socially efficient than if nationalized. They claim to
need all this money (and more) to drill
for more oil and gas, to dig for more coal
and uranium. But beforeinvesting in exploration, a significant percentage of their
revenues are profits, tunneled off to pay
dividend s, etc. This is wasted money that
a public corporation seeking to further the
national interest could use to sponsor the
Continued on pa ge 12

On Ene rgy
Nationalization
[ ^lilfiL W^- ' ,

By Bob Ham

In talking about the nationalization
of energy resources, the focus normally
falls on the oil and coal industries because
they have been the energies of common,
cheaply abundant use for some years. Once
one starts suggesting a reform such as thenationalization of oil, one is acknowledging
the fact that we are entering a period in
our history during which an entire economic system must eventually make a total .
transition from one type of energy to
other alternatives.
Nationalization of the oil industry
would seem undesirable for several reasons.
All one has to do is look at th'e postal service, which has had increasing deficits each
year with higher budgets, to realize.that
our governme nt bureaucracies are not the
miracle answer for anything. If oil were
nationalized there would be a reasonably
large turnover of personnel, because the
government wouldn't be able to offer its
employees the same multitude of benefits
that private industry can offer (except ,
security of position),
, As a result of the new faces, in the
development and distribution !processes of
petroleum from oil well to gasoline tank ,
there woujd inevitabl y be a higher number
of errors due to lack of 'familiarity with

the organization. In fact, I remember reading in Time magazine a few years ago that
our fuel shortages during the energy crisis
of winter '73-'74 were more a function of
bureaucratic inefficiency than of actual
shortages in oil.
t
It seems that upon the announcement
of the OPEC embargo that the U.S. government stepped into the complex distribution of oil and maintained that control for some time after the embargo. This
government agency was largely responsible
for the spot shortages due to total
unfamilarity with the apparatus. That explantion would certainly account for the
fact that the gasoline pumps of Boston
were frequently dry while the Portland
area never did experience any significant
shortages.

public sector, it would be a poor precedent.
There are now and always will be certain •
segments of the country that feel that our
system would be more nationalized than
it already~is. I would have to diagree with
any and all arguments for nationalization
of industry in the U.S. on the simple basis of having seen the incompetency that
spot nationalization of industries in other
countries has prompted .

Their present structure of vertical
integration allows them to suppress competition and formulate policy, virtually at
will. While they maintain control of the
crude oil production and the refineries and
pipelines, they can force any independent
company to pay the going rate or go out
of business. If .the major oil companies were
to divest themselvesof their ref ining operations, then quite possible the independents
would have more of an incentive to put
Another argument against nationalmore money into research and development,
be
would
industry
ization of the energy
knowing that they would be able to get a
that our system of compromises and amend
fair market price for their crude oil and in
ments in the House and Senate would most
turn
be able to buy their refined products
than
muddle
of
a
certianly leave us in more
at a fair market price. The other side of
we're in now. Our democratic processes
and/or
bogthe argument is that the giants of the inswayed
easily
ly
too
are simp
that
dustry are the only ones that have the capgroups
ged down by special interest
ital and economies of scale required to main
are willing to take the time and pay the
v
tain the search and development of increaslobb
price of intensive
ying.
ingly remote oil fields.
To focus on industry in general, I
Congress is clearly having a diffiwould
have to agree with any critics of
cult time passing a comprehensive energy
this
article
that the oil industry has too
bill aimed at conservation of our present
much wealth and influence to allow it to
resources. This fact would tend to make
remain
as it is. ,There are many different ,
one wonder if they would be able to hanfigures
on
the largest oil companies, but
dle the added burden of running and maintaining such highly diversified and complex it is safe to say that the top ten in the •
industry, control well over 50% of tlie markindustries as our coal, bil 'and nuclear inet. They are so incredibly large and diverse
dustries.
that they have individually larger Gross National Products than many of the nations
In addition to being ..«.a'rly imposin the world-which leads into protests of
sible task to transfer control of our energy American economic imperialism.
industries from the private Sector? to the
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by Margaret Saund ers
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Junior Year Abroad is ah amazing experience, there's no . doubt about that.
When I was contemplating whether or
not I should go to Europe junior year,
all sorts of people promised me it would
be fantastic. They assured me I wouldn't
regret going, that it would be the best
_year of my life. With so many friends
and relatives deeply convinced that it
would be an incredible experience, !myself came to feel that I.just couldn't
pass up the opportunity to go.
So, I did go to Paris with the Sweet
Briar Junior Year in France program.
And yes, it was absolutely everything I
was promised, and much, much more.
During my first six weeks in France,
evidence of culture shock cropped up
frequentl y, but I knew what it was and
could attempt to deal with it accordingly, It was, I would tell myself, quite
natural that I had difficulties putting
sentences together in French at the
breakfast table at 7 a.m. Even though
I'd realized living with a French famil y
meant speaking French constantl y, it was
quite a different matter to actually carry
through with it all when my eyes weren't
yet open and my brain hadn 't even begun to function in English, let alone
French.
One of my biggest challenges, during my
first couple of days, was to find my
way from my front door to the Institute
where I was taking intensive French courses .
to make it on time for my classes, and

. . . it seems tha t those studen ts
who are glad to be back at Colb y,
who missed Colby last year , are the
same ones who are less enthusia stic
about returning to live in the countries they studied in. . . "
then to get home again by 12:30 so I
wasn't late for lunch. (It was very important to be on time to the big meal
in the middle of the day.) I had to do
this twice daily without getting lost; a
task that left ' me totally exhausted by the
end of the day. It annoyed me that I
had to spend a lot of my first weeks in
France sleeping, that I would get tired so
easily. But considering all the work my
brain was doing, trying to record the
sights and sounds that were so new, and
to 'l earn a language at the same time well, it wasn't surprising. This was a
phase of culture shpck. This was normal.
But what was so strange to me was
not the shock I recieved from trying to
adjust to a European culture ', but the
shock !experienced, and am still experiencing, back here in the states. It
still takes an eff ort on my part to prevent myself from asking quest ions or
comment ing on somet hing in French
Everyone speaks English here- , or rat her,
American. (There is quite a difference!)
People drive huge monstrosities for cars.
Everyone drives, t hey don't ride bikes or
mopeds or drive carts or whatever. The
quality of food, of mat erial goods, seems
so poor in relat ion t o handcraft ed or
handboked European excellence.
Aside from these obvious differences ,
there are also a number of other problems involved in "coming back." I remember when I arrived at the famil y
home, I was totally surprised to find
t hat not only had t he house it self changed
(my parents chose last year to redecorate,

¦

c5

so that When , I came home, it was difficult to recognize the_place) but my
parents, brothers and sisters had changed
quite a bit as well. And after a year pf
picturing everyone as I remembered them ,
I wasn't prepared for the differences. .
Yet, at the same time, I was very anxious
for them to know that I had grown over
the year, and to share my experiences
with them.
Fortunately for me, my parents were
very open and eager to hear about last
year, and I wanted to hear about them
and the family. So we spent about three
days talking non-stop, and then, finally
gave that up for an easier pace. But I
have several friends who absolutely could
not relate to their family once home.
Their parents had never traveled, and
had little interest in doing so. According
to one good friend , "My parents don 't
want to hear about any of last year.
They're glad I'm back, they're glad.I
had a good time, and now they want me
to settle down into being the little girl
I was before I left home."
Another fnend , whose parents could
not comprehend her need to spend a
year in France, could barely stand tospend two months with her famil y before returning to school. She wrote several frantic letters, describing how her
parents were actually making her feel
guilty for all the pain and worry she_ had
caused them by being so far away.
Perhaps the above cases are unique. But
in talking to people at Colby who spent
last year abroad, I've come to believe this
isn't so. And I've also come to the conclusion that one of the most difficult as-

pects of spending junior year abroad or
away from Colby is coming b ack t o Colby

for senior year. Since almost a third of
my class d id go away last year, it means
t hat just about a hundred people are
presently t rying to readjust to life in the
states and Colby.
For t he most part, t he degree pf difficulty in readjusting seems to be directly related to the degree to- which the ,
person was immersed in .the foreign cul- |.
ture. One friend was saying the other
day, "Some Colby people ' I . know went .
abroad so they could spend some time :in
Europe. They didn't seem t o . get all that
involved with the new culture, and when
school was over at the end of the year,
they went home. I spent all school year
trying to learn as much as I could , and :
Ist ayed t he summer, and even then Iwas

aware that the time was so hopelessly
short to really be able to learn all' there
is to learn:''
Judging from the wide range of people
I talked to about this, it seems that those
students who are glad to be back at Colby
who missed Colby last year, are the same
ones who are less enthusiastic about returning to live in the countries they
studied in, or about returning to Europe
at all. It almost seems as if being back
at Colby is a relief from the pressures of
being abroad. But for the.other students,
the shock of returning to "Colby life is
a great one, one which few were prepared to face.
"I just can 't get over being back," a
friend of mine who was in England for
the year reported. "First of all, so much
has changed on the campus itself. Roberts
is renovated, the Mudd building is open -

" '- People ar e so self-centered here
They 're apathetic towards everythin g except for the Red Sox.' "
the whole look of the campus has changed." A common feeling is that of being
a freshman all over again. It's an odd one,
because being a senior, you feel as if
you should know the ropes. Another
scary prospect is that of knowing so few
other students. "It suddenly hit me the
other day," said one returning student,
"that I know very few people .on campus.
I don't know any freshmen, none of the
sophomores, half of the juniors are gone,

and a lot of us seniors were separated
for a year and have to t ry to get to
know each other all over again. That's
ihard to do, because we 've aU chariged so
much. Or a lot of us have, anyway." Another friend concurred: "I walked into
Foss dining hall the other day. Now,
sophomore year, I always felt good about
walking int o the cafet erias, and finding
people I knew to eat with. That , was noV
problem. But it sure was a shock when '
I realized the other day that I knew absolutely no one in that whole dining
hall. "

'"
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The cultural differences between life
in a European university and life at Colby
are striking. One friend described Colby
as "a fish bowl universe," saying "people
arc so self-centered here. They 're apathetic towards everything except fpr the '

Sox. There's- very little political awareness or international awareness at this
school, in comparison to the University,
I went to in England and the students
I met there." I've talked to several people who remarked on the fact that students on campus these days seem to be
more interested in dressing nicely arid jn
social activities than they used to be.
Some claim it is a gradual reversion to
the 50's that is getting more pronounced
all the time.
In comparison with Europe, American
society seems to be so affluent , or at
least, more oriented towards material
possessions. That materialism is certainly
reflected at Colby, where the majority
of students come from middle and upper
middle class homes. It is particularly
noticeable, when returning from Europe,
that Colby students are materially wealthy
and that, at the same time," they are;
extremely wasteful. Says one returning
'
student "So many people have their
own cars here, their own stereos, etc.,
whereas in Europe, I walked everywhere,
or took public transportation, or" rode a
bike or something." V
A number of people who studied abroad
last year are planning to return to Europe
or wherever in the near future. Some
hope to live for a longer period of time
in foreign countries."The way I see it," .
one friend was telling me, "I made an
investment in learning the language andy^
cul ture of the country I went to. And 1
certainly plan on building on that invest-*'
ment in the . future. I know I'm going back at some point. I still have a lot of
-V '
learning to do."
Undoubtedly, one of the most difficult t hings t o c ome back t o is friends
who did not go away, One person who
returned this year told me, "You know,'•' •
I was moire nervous coming back up here
than I was going over to Europe. I had no
idea how I was going to get along With'
nvy old friends." Also prevalent is the; . ""';' '
idea that those who haven't traveled can't
understand, or aren't interested in hearing
about the experiences of those Vhb went
iiway. At any rate; as one, person puts
it,"You sure find out who your true '
friends are by going away for a year."
Coming back has been a lot harder y
'
than I expected it to he, and Ih think it
ybas. been difficult for a number "of other
people as well. As school . moves into full
swing, and! we fall back-into the tradj • tions of Colby life, there is the nagging
fear t hat ' last year wiirjusty become a. ~y
faint memory, an old Idream.y lt already y
: :
¦
seems
so far¦ away »•'.¦ ' :¦'' "'¦ ' ' ¦/ y ¦<' y ^¦ ''V¦ ' ''
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